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COSSU Auction #161

COSSU Classified Ads

More nice items from Djuka! Suggested bids are set at approximately one half of
the catalog value. Please post or e-mail bids to the editor before Jun. 15. As always, the winning bid will be one increment above the next highest bidder. Up to
$25: 50 cents Up to $50: $1 Up to $100: $2.50 Above $100: $5 Once again, there
are suggested minimum bids. Bids below that amount will be forwarded to the
owners for their consideration. North American bidders please add $3 for shipping. European bidders should add $10 for shipping. Inquire please if you need/
want registered mail.
# 1 YEMEN 1967 Chess stamp both: PERFORATED and IMPERFORATED on same FDCard
with BLACK First day postmark MB $19.00
#2 YEMEN 1967 Chess stamp both: PERFORATED and IMPERFORATED on same FDCard
with RED First day postmark. MB $27.00
#3 NIGER 1974 Imperf pair OF TWO SETS with very wide left margins MNH Stamps issued
for Chess Olympiad 1974 MB $ 48.00
#4 CUBA 1988. Complete set of 6 BLOCKS MNH Issued for 100 years of the birth of Capablanca. MB $25.00
#5 TADJIKISTAN 1993. Complete containing one sheetlet with 8 stamps in a folder, one set of
3 stamps, and one block. Millennium of chess. MNH MB$13.00

URGENTLY WANTED: A postally used copy of the US civil war patriotic cover with
chess motif. Also US chess federation meters "Pawn Power" and "Chess - the thinking man's game". Joram Lubianiker, 40 Hanamal St., Tel Aviv 6350671, ISRAEL
SELLING: Early chess covers, Artist Proofs, trial colors, imperf pairs and blocks,
full sheets, and many other rare items including a San Marino invert. Jon Edwards, jedwards.chess@gmail.com
SELLING: Chess stamps, imperfs, sheets, MNH, also inexpensive used chess
stamps, postmarks, autographs, badges-pins, coins, medals, stickers, photographs,
at favorable prices: dragoslavdj@sbb.rs Dr. D Djukanovic, Makenzijeva 32, 11000
Belgrade, Serbia
WANTED: Full sheets of chess stamps including selvage. Perforated, Imperforated,
CTO. I also have sheets to trade. F.B. Redway, 6922 N.W. Daffodil Lane, Port St.
Lucie, FL 34983
WANTED: Covers with Iceland #442 (1972 World Chess Championship Match in
Reykjavik) mainly those having as postal cancel the following dates: 18-VII-1972;
11-VIII-1972; 25-VIII-1972. gaetan.lapierre@hotmail.com

#6 BRASIL 1980 6 Chess stamps (part of the sheet with 6 stamps) MNH. MB $3.00

SELLING: Full sheets of all Bulgarian Chess stamps. vgechev@abv.bg

#7 IRAN 1972 4 complete sets of 6 stamps in blocks of four from lower right corner of sheets
with two wide margins. Issued for Olympic Games in Germany 1972. One stamp is Chess.
MNH MB $22.00

SELLING: Modern Rarity! Limited edition covers with 2012 US chess postmark
from Washington International. Each has postmark, cachet, attractive zazzle chess
stamp, numbered, unaddressed. Allan Savage, allansav@aol.com

#8 CUBA 1969 Complete set of 6 sport stamps. One is chess. MNH MB $3.00
#9 USSR 1982 Men and women world chess championships. 10 sets of 2 stamps (total 20
stamps) from upper left corners of sheets. MNH MB $6.00

SEEKING: Peter Kruchem (p.kruchem@gmx.de) asks if anyone might trade an
autograph of Ragozin. In exchange, he offers an autograph of Purdy or another
World Correspondence champion.

#10 HUNGARY 1974. CHESS BUTTERFLY. Latin: “Melangia galathea” is on one stamp from
the set of 6 with butterflies. 4 complete sets in blocks of four from lower right corners of
sheets with wide margins.MNH. MB $9.50

WANTED TO BUY: Inexpensive stamps with chess theme to offer as prizes in
scholastic tournaments. Please send proposals to Barry Keith at keithfam@embarqmail.com

#11 USSR 1966. Single brown chess stamp. 10 copies, as part of a sheet. MNH. MB$7.00

SCANS requested of Cuba postmarks from 1966, Checkmate #140 and #158D
rhan611517@aol.com

#12 GERMANY 1972. 10 complete chess sets with 4 stamps in each. 4 sets in a block of four
plus 6 sets as parts of a sheet. MNH. MB $9.50
#13 GERMANY but BERLIN 1972. 10 complete chess sets with 4 stamps in each. All in two
vertical lines, so two blocks of 4 plus two sets. MNH. MB $12.00
#14 NICARAGUA 1983. 6 complete chess sets with 7 stamps in each. All are from bottom of
sheets so WITH TABS with chessmen and text explaining moves, on tabs. USED. MB $15.00
#15 VIETNAM 1991. Rare. Chessmen. IMPERFORATED 4 COMPLETE SETS PLUS 4 BLOCKS.
The sets are from lower right corner of the sheet with two wide margins. USED. MB $18.00
#16 PORTOROZ, 9th August 1958. Postmark of Interzonal Candidates Tournament. Checkmate No 61. This postmark has different dates from 4th to 20th August. Bobby Fischer took
5th and 6th place with Olaffson. This chess diamond shaped postmark is on an addressed view
postcard. MB $9.00

SELLING: The rare, official Israel chess stamps of Telabul 2004 gelfer1@gmail.com

Please Remember to Renew!
If your mailing label ends in “160” please remember to renew. All subscription
payments should go to our Treasurer, Tom Drucker. If you pay with PayPal, please
add 5% to cover their way-high fees. Please also inform our Secretary, Barry Keith,
so that he can update your label! Let’s keep a good thing going!

#17 BELGRDE chess postmarks of 25th May 1979. The smaller is BLACK and the bigger one is
GREEN. Not in Checkmate catalogue. For BOTH MB $4.00
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#18 Autographs of TWO WORLD CHESS CHAMPIONS: Vasily SMYSLOW and Mikhail BOTWINIK, on a special chess card with their and other portraits. On the back is text on Final
matches for World Championship and a special chess postmark for 70th Ann. of FIDE, of July
20th 1994. This was limited edition of 100 cards and this was a trial card with No.000. RARE!
MB$ 60.00
#19 Autograph of ANATOLY KARPOV, World Champion 1975 to 1985 on a special postal
stationary celebrating its three times title, with a special chess stamp imprinted and another
affixed to envelope. Set REGISTERED with two postmarks of 25. May 1982 and arrival postmark on the back! MB $17.00
#20 Autograph of NONA GAPRINDASHVILY World chess Champ 1962 to 1978 on a special
envelope with chess postmark Belgrade 15th March 1978. MB $9.00
#21 Autograph of MILAN MATULOVIC, one of the best Yugoslav players on spec. cover with
chess postmark of Vinkovci 7th Sept.1968. Checkmate No 220. Postmark somewhat smashed
so MB $6.00
#22 Autographs of XIE JUN Women World Champ 1991/6 and 1999/2001 and ALISA MARIC.
marking final cand. Match, with spec. chess postmark Belgrade 1st Feb 1991, on a special
card. Also autographs of chief arbiter G. BOSKOS and arbiter BOZIDAR KAZIC, A. Matanovic
Vice president of FIDE, G. TODOROVIC, second to Alisa Maric and S.IVKOVIC director of the
match. MB $18.00

These were used between September 1941 and March 1943. It
seems that at some point between May and September of 1941 the
handstamp was replaced. This means that the chess handstamp
was in use for about a year. If you have any additional information
relevant to this issue please let me know. I would like to thank
Knud Overgaard for his contribution to this study.
* *
*
Occasionally people ask me why I ignore chess issues from certain
countries. An article in the recent issue of the journal of the GSM
(our German sister group) gives some astonishing data. Since 2001
more than 1,000 chess “stamps” were issued by agents operating
on behalf of 14 countries. None of these “stamps” ever saw its home
country, and none were ever used for postage. Considering that
most of these are also issued both perforated and imperforated a
chess collector who is trying to obtain a complete collection will
have to spend about $10,000 for these worthless pieces of paper.
Wouldn’t it be better to buy a San Marino inverted red rooks error
AND to travel to the stamp exhibition (and COSSU meeting) in New
York instead? Both will be a lot cheaper, and certainly more enjoyable.
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#23 Autographs of PIA KRAMLING from Sweden and ALISA MARIC at GM match, with spec.
chess postmark Belgrade 10th Sept 1988, on a special card. Also autographs of arbiter BOZIDAR KAZIC, and J.M. Bellon, husband of Pia Cramling MB $14.00
#24 Autographs of ALL 13 PLAYERS at Intern. Women’s Tourn. “CHESS – JAJCE 1981” including WORLD CHAMPION NONA GAPRINDASHVILI. See list attached. On a special card
with postmark of JAJCE 10th January 1981. MB $15.00
#25 Autographs of COMPLETE YUGOSLAV TEAM at Chess Olympiad 1972 on a spec. cover
with first day Chess Olympic postmark. Also with a chess stamp. Signed: S. Gligoric, Lj. Ljubojevic, M. Matulovic, A. Matanovic, B. Ivkov, and Rukavina. MB $12.00
#26 Autographs of ULF ANDERSSON - Sweden, A. ADORJAN - Hungary, and members of
YUGOSLAV TEAM : S.GLIGORIC, B. IVKOV, B. KAZIC, P. NIKOLIC, SOKOLOV, BARLOV, S. JOKSIC, at Chess Olympiad 1990 in Novi Sad, on a cover with RARE ZAGREB Chess postmark.
With a chess stamp. MB$ 14.00
#27 Autographs of World Champion V. KRAMNIK (2006/7), V. IVANCUK, GELFAND AND LJ.
LJUBOJEVIC plus?, on spec card with chess postmark Belgrade, 21st Nov. 1997 MB $18.00
#28 Three EDGARD COLLE “stamps” issued by Belgian Chess Federation about 1950. Colors: blue, green and red. MNH MB$9.00
#29 Four stickers from Hungary with text: “1927, Nemz. Sakkverseny, KECSEMETEN, JUN 25
– JUL 14” in red, green, brown and blue color MB $6.00
#30 CHESS OLYMPIAD SIEGEN 1970. 16 brand new MATCH BOX LABELS with chess motives and text for Olympiad. MB $8.00
#31 WORLD CHESS CHAMPIONS from USSR on 8 MATCH BOX LABELS, brand new. Issued
about 1962: Botvinnik, Smyslov, Tal, Petrosian, WOMEN: Bikova, Rudenko, Rubcova and
Gaprindashvili. MB $12.00
#32 Three chess postmarks ( not in Checkmate) for 1st Memorial in CORRESPONDENCE
CHESS in Belgrade 14th May 1979 on two cards and one envelope. Colors: black, green and
violet. All three: MB $4.00
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An interesting item was recently offered on eBay: a copy
of the 1952 USSR chess stamp,
from the set of 4 celebrating the
Soviet constitution. This stamp
is outstanding because it is imperforated on the top. It is
taken from the top row of the
sheet, so we have “a jumbo
margin”. A year ago ago a similar stamp (with a much
“cleaner” cancellation) was sold
at an auction for about $750.
The eBay seller initially set a minimum bid of $850. Since there
were no bidders the price was lowered to $750, and I do not expect
bidders at that price either. It should be noted that the cancellation
makes it extremely difficult to see the chess connection of the
stamp – a task which is not easy even for a mint copy.
* *
*

#8

#10

In CR #138 I published an article under the title “Chess in German
censorship marks”. The main item under discussion was the censorship mark #11 of Stalag VIF, which contains a chess knight. I
have recently purchased another copy of this postmark, which is
shown here below. This is a postcard sent from France to a POW in
Stalag VIF. Incoming mail to POWs was also subjected to censorship, and in this case the content of the card was read by censor
#11, who approved it by applying his handstamp. However, the
card was returned to the sender for a reason which is not specified.
We can speculate that the POW was either released or died while in
captivity. In an case, censorship marks of incoming mail are far
more difficult to find than on outgoing mail.

#12
#11

#13
#14
#15
22

I’m now trying to establish the dates in which this censorship handstamp was in use. So far I’ve seen 8 copies of this item, and the
dates vary from September 1940 to May of 1941. I’ve also seen 4
copies of a different handstamp of the same censor (#11) without
the chess knight.
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New in Chesstamps
Joram R. Lubianiker
The first new issue of 2016 comes from Estonia. On January 7th, Estonia issued a stamp to commemorate Paul Keres, exactly 100 years
after his birth. The stamp shows a portrait of the great grandmaster, alongside a white queen and pawn, with silhouettes of black
and white knights. A very nice design in my opinion.

#16
#17

#19

#22

#20

#21
#23

#18

#26
#25

#24

#28

#27

#31 #30
#29
#32
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